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When was the last time you checked down inside a cassette lift
containment tub?  If you have not checked on one lately, be very careful
and remain calm the next time you do.  Watch out, there is a killer
lurking down there and the killer’s name is WATER.

Each time a cassette lift is operated, fresh, moist air is drawn down into
the containment tub.  Once inside, the coolness of the surroundings
causes moisture to drop out of the air and begin accumulating.  This
moisture or better known as water, “the lift killer” starts its almost termite
like assault on the steel and aluminum components of the lift.  The

items subject to attack “by the killer” include the welds, the load bearing steel structure,
the equalization beam, safety lock components and every nut and bolt.

The air cylinder pictured to the left is just one such component that
was attacked by the killer and removed from a cassette lift.  The air

cylinder functions as part of the safety lock mechanism.  Could other
components be corroding away?  Take a look for yourself.  Out of sight, out of

mind corrosion may be going on right below a shop technician’s feet, while 4,000
lbs. of a four door sedan are above his head.

We know water in the lift is not a good thing.  Now with SVI’s patent pending “Aqua-Out”
automatic water removal system there is something you can do to end water
accumulation inside the tub.  “Aqua-Out” installs in just less than two hours and

removes up to 2 gallons of
water each time the lift is
lowered.  The “Aqua-Out” kit
comes complete with a moisture
filter/regulator, pump, tubing
and an in-line filter that are all
specially designed for the rigors
of service this application
requires.

The picture above to the left shows a corroding lift without an “Aqua-Out”.  The picture
above and to the right illustrates how easily the “Aqua-Out” system fits in a cassette style
lift.  It is strongly believed that installation of the “Aqua-Out” system is crucial and should
be done sooner rather than later.  Later is too late!  This low cost solution to automatic
water removal is worth every penny because it will protect the investment in the lift and
everyones peace of mind.

If you know anyone that owns
a shop equipped with cassette
style lifts like the one pictured
to the right, get an appointment
with them.  Open the center
cover and show them what is
going on deep inside the tub.

Get the

water

out now!

Stronger, Faster, Neater and Removeable. . .

Lift installers will find the Titen HD to be the anchor solution of choice in many
cases.  The Titen HD is a patented high strength anchor for concrete.  The
self-undercutting, non-expansion characteristics make it ideal for lift installa-
tions, even at smaller minimum edge distances.  The proprietary cutting teeth
enable the Titen HD to be installed in one eighth of the time required than
when using wedge style anchors.  In other words, drill your hole, blow it out
and screw the anchor in with an air impact.  Yes, unlike standard wedge an-
chors, you can safely use an air impact when installing Titen HD’s.
Caution: you should NEVER use an air impact to install a standard wedge anchor.

Never have another ugly anchor
installation like this again.

.

The Titen HD looks neater and
is not a trip hazard.

The Titen HD was properly
installed in seconds.

The serrated teeth facilitate
cutting and maximum strength.

The Titen HD is easily removed
at a later date for lift relocation.

The Titen HD can be installed
closer to edges and cracks.

� No special drill bit
required.

� No need to drill
holes all the way
through the
concrete.

� Easily removeable.

� Stronger than
conventional
anchors.

� Faster installation.

� The whole anchor is
working not just a
little portion at the
bottom.

The Titen HD Screw Anchor develops more ultimate strength than conventional
wedge anchors.  SVI recommends that installers carry the 3/4” x 5” or 3/4” x 4” for
lift installations.  All other sizes from 3/8” to 3/4” are also available.

SVI P/N Size Description
BH-7075-36 3/4 X 4 Titen HD Heavy Duty Screw Anchor
BH-7075-37 3/4 X 5 Titen HD Heavy Duty Screw Anchor
BH-7075-38 3/4 X 6 Titen HD Heavy Duty Screw Anchor

Titen HD
U.S. Patents
5,674,035 &
6,623,228
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SIMPSON
The TITEN HD® heavy duty screw anchor is all that and more.
There are so many benefits to the Titen HD that it is difficult to cover all points
in one Twin Post feature.

The BH-7512-70 is the start-up capacitor that fits the Italian
made 1Ø Global Hydraulic power units found on newer Rotary
lifts.  This is a very popular item for us
and we are carefully adjusting  our
inventory levels to match your immediate
requirements.

If you service or install Rotary lifts, this
would be a good item to keep at least one
of on your truck.  Doing so means you will
be ready at a moments notice to get a
customer back up and running quickly.  SVI is your answer.BH-7512-70

SVI has the capacity to supply even

the foreign parts.

Custom Saddle for

RV manufacturer

This saddle was designed by SVI engineers to meet the
needs of an RV manufacturer whose chassis had
changed.  It fits on a model AC-1010 lift that was
produced by Western Hoist.  This saddle and adapter
package provides extended reach capability and quick
position pad style adapters.

SVI enjoys meeting the custom needs encountered by
SVI distributors.  The next time you are asked for some
help with a challenging new need, we hope you contact us
with your customer’s requirements.

phone
800-321-8173

or
630-844-5566

fax
800-899-1784

or
630-844-6770

www.sviinternational.com
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American Made Turnplates

So many of the low cost turnplates on the market today are
made on the other side of the Earth.  We decided there was no
reason why turnplates couldn’t be
made right here in the Country’s
Heartland  and our welders and
machinists couldn’t have agreed more.

SVI is pleased to announce low cost
US worker made front wheel alignment  turnplate sets.  These
turnplates are quality constructed and easily serviceable.  Take
your pick. You can choose from either a painted black carbon
steel version (not pictured) or a stainless steel version.  The
stainless steel version is ideal for colder climates, where salt is
used on the roads.  Each carries SVI’s standard one year
warranty and is guaranteed Made in the USA.

Specifications:
Sold as a set of two turnplates
Turnplate Diameter: 13-1/2”
Base Size: 14” x 14-1/2”
Capacity: 1-1/2 tons each
Part numbers:
BA-1600-04 Painted
BA-1600-04SS Stainless

stainless steel version

SVI Power Post

Low cost, last a lifetime lifting solutions.  This product has

proven itself time and time again for well over 50 years. It is

extremely safe and reliable.  It is Easy to install, maintain and

service.  And, with today’s casing coatings and Aquamarine®

hydraulic oil from CITGO Petroleum environmental concerns

are a thing of the past.

Specify only proven products the next time you need a

heavy-duty lift.  New style lifts on the market do not have any

track record and are loaded with all kinds of cost, moving

parts and electronics.  Lifts are the one product that should

remain simple for reliable and safe operation.

Low pressure lifts provide full displacement protection.

This means a 7-1/2”, 10-5/8” or 12-5/8” cylinder rod is fully

supporting the load versus lifts made by others today where

only a small 2” or 3” cylinder is actually supporting the bus or

truck.  For controlled descent and optimum safety some

things just should not change.  Put simplicity and safety back

into the shop.

Specify Power Post Lifting Systems!  Everyone will rest

better at night including the taxpayers and the those who

actually work under the lift.

Lifting Systems

SVI International, Inc.

101 West Illinois Avenue

Aurora, Illinois 60506

an American Company

Power Post

SVI is your answer!
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Have you received your copy yet?

A complete booklet covering the best heavy-duty in-ground lifts available
was mailed to all SVI distributors this past January.

Power Post lifts are low cost, last a lifetime lifting solutions.  This product
has proven itself time and again over the last 50 plus years.  Power Post
lifts are extremely safe and reliable.  Why?  Because, Power Post style
lifts have few moving parts and the design is robust, simple and above
all sound.

Everyday both lift users and distributors are
making the conscientious decision to
purchase and specify only proven product
with a real track record.  Power Post lifts
are the one product on the market
that still uniquely fit this need.
The next time you need to
quote a heavy-duty lift call
SVI first.

Power Post lifts are
Made in the USA
and feature
nonstop parts

availability, proven engineering, low cost of operation, ease
of maintenance and a truly robust design.  There are over 22 heavy-duty models to choose from and plunger sizes
range from 7-1/2” on up to 12-5/8”.  These are real deal lifts that provide full displacement protection, which means
the whole plunger is supporting the load and not just some little cylinder hidden inside.  For controlled operation and
optimum safety, some things just should not change.  Put simplicity and safety back into the shop.

Custom lift configurations are also available.  If your customer has special needs, SVI will gladly help solve the
specific requirements.  From straight trucks to school buses and public transit buses to the biggest salt trucks,

SVI is your answer.

model 2P-202
wheel or axle engaging rear

Re-continued. . .

Lift owner/operator safety is always a key concern.  Whether a
lift is brand new, 10 years, or 40 years old, SVI believes in the
continual availability of all the parts even those important to the
lift’s safe operation.  Recently, the low oil lock on the right was
discontinued by the original manufacturer.

SVI has once again stepped in to make this very important lift
safety product available again, forever. Today, there remain
literally 1,000’s and 1,000’s of FP46A single post lifts still in
service.  These lifts were once produced by the Rotary lift
company.  If you need to replace the low oil control on any
Rotary semi-hydraulic single post lift, SVI is your answer.

Without this device a low oil situation can cause potential
dangerous rapid or erratic lift motion.  The low oil control is very important because it prevents operation
of the lift if the oil volume is below the proper safe operating level.

Under a load air will compress, compress, compress until wham, it suddenly overcomes the load and
expands very fast creating a catapult like effect on the load, the vehicle on the lift.  SVI and its engi-
neers remain committed to working on ways to keep the auto lift industry continually supplied with
safety related products.

FP46A SVI P/N
BH-9780-73

Ref. OE#
FA73

Safety related solutions for the auto lift industry.
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SVI stocks or carries so many lift
repair parts it is hard for even us
to keep up.  What this means is
simply that if you need a part,
chances are we will have it
ready to ship right away.  The
hydraulic valve pictured above is
another fine example.  This
valve is used on certain Rotary
lift models.

SVI’s P/N is BH-9769-16 and the
OE ref. number is FA3156.   The
next time you need this part call
us, you will be very happy with
the price and availability.

1 of over 20,000

Featured new product

INSPECTION

Date of Inspection:

Next Inspection Due:

Auto Lift Make:

Lift Model No.:

Lift Capacity:

Lift Bay or Location No.:

Inspected By:

It is highly recommended that automotive lifts be insp
a qualified lift service company every six months.

SVI P/N BH-7011-1

This space lift intentionally blank for

inspection notes or lift inspection

company’s business sticker.

Custom Sticker

Design Service

Routine lift inspections are becoming more and more
popular.  SVI was recently asked to make up an
inspection sticker for a company to place on lifts after
each inspection.  If you would like to start using the
same lift inspection sticker, order BH-7011-11.  These
durable vinyl inspection stickers are supplied in bundles
of 50 stickers.

SVI is also pleased to announce our custom sticker
design service.  We will be more than happy to readily
design and print specialized stickers tailored to your
direct requirements.  We can even add your business
logo and contact information.  In other words, custom
stickers just for you.  Contact us for details.

It’s time for a

stronger change

While the tires on your service trucks may not be ready for
replacement, there are plenty of customers with tire
changers that can use new higher strength nylon mount/
demount heads.

SVI is pleased to announce the addition of repair and
replacement parts for tire changers.  Our first significant
addition to this product line is the mount/demount head
pictured to the right.  This mount/demount head is offered at a significant savings while affording the user
a higher strength, better performing product.  The nylon material used in the production of SVI’s product
yields a tensile strength of about 31,000 psi.  The standard PA6 nylon used by others only yields a tensile
strength of 12,000 psi.  SVI is able to deliver this higher performance mount/demount head due to a
special investment in highly advanced tooling.

This popular mount/demount head fits Coats RC5, 10, 15, 20, early 5060 and many newer models,
Hofmann, Sice, Ammco 740, all Corghi, All Tool, Giuliano, and Mondolfo Ferro just to name a few.

Try a few today.  Contact SVI sales for your special introductory price on these super duckhead mount/
demount heads.

It’s time for a

stronger change

Whatta Duckhead. . .

SVI P/N BW-1010-08
Ref Coats# 250309

Replacement air motors for
Coats and other tire changers.

SVI P/N Description

BW-1225-72 Air Motor 4 vane reversible
fits Coats 5030 (182572),
some Corghi, Sice, Guilliani
and many Italian made models

BW-1225-72-1 Air Motor Repair Kit 4 Vane

BW-1211-90 Air Motor 4 vane reversible
fits Coats 5050, 5060, 5070,
and RC15 (181190)

BW-1211-90-1 Air Motor Repair Kit 4 Vane

Replacement air motors for
Coats and other tire changers.

SVI remains 100% dedicated to supplying lift industry
distributors with all types of lift repair parts and new
solutions.  This means our selection of available parts will
continue to grow.

We are in the process of having production partners ramp
up to meet the growing demand for American Made repair
parts for American Made Forward lifts.  There are many
Forward lifts in the field today that need the type of nonstop
parts availability that only SVI can provide.

From arm restraints to replacement cylinders and
everything in between for Forward lifts, SVI can be relied
upon as your trusted source.  We will start work soon on a
new and comprehensive SVI “Lift Repair Catalog” featuring
a full selection of all the repair parts for Forward lifts.

SVI will also continue its focus on making lift repair parts
available for all the various import lifts from countries such
as China and Korea.  If you need anything for an import lift,
let us know.  Our engineers, fabricators and machinists are
ready to domesticate the parts and produce them right here
in the United States.  SVI is your answer!


